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Mastering Software Complexity
The challenge of software engineering today is to conciliate

the mastering of the
 development
 deployment
 integration
management (operation)
 evolution

of software systems that are
 distributed (asynchrony, faults)

 heterogeneous (equipements, networks, OS, middleware, services)
 open (topology, dynamicity)
 partly legacy (third party elements)

 … while taking into account applicative services needs (QoS)

Where are we ?
 ”The computer industry has spent decades creating systems of marvelous and ever-increasing

complexity. But today, complexity itself is the problem” A. Ganek, T. A. Gorbi (IBM)
 “We don’t understand something very fundamental about how we build systems” J. Hennessy

(Stanford)
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Component-Based Software
Engineering
CBSE is a broad effort towards the rational construction and management

of complex software systems

Preliminary definitions*
 “A software component is a software element that conforms to a component model

and can be independently deployed and composed without modification according to
a composition standard”

 “A component model defines specific interaction and composition standards”

 “A component model implementation is the dedicated set of executable software
elements required to support the execution of components that conform to the
model”

 “A component infrastructure is a set of interacting software components designed
to ensure that a software system or subsystem constructed using those components
and interfaces will satisfy clearly defined performance specifications”

*from G. T. Heineman, W. T. Council (eds.). Component-Based Software Engineering, Putting the Pieces Together. Addison-Wesley, 2001.
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Expected Benefits of CBSE (1/2)

Adaptation, integration and interoperation of software with bounded effort
 Arbitrary deployment environments

 construction of dedicated software infrastructures (e.g. embedded operating
systems)

 Evolution in needs, technical evolution
 maintainability, durability

 Organizational evolutions
 interoperation, integration

 Dynamic evolution
 availability, scalability

Management (administration)
 Uniform control of software resources: drivers, resources managers, pool, cache,

network domain, process, service, DBSM, global IS…
 Possibility to instrument resources - including dynamically and automatically to allow

management with existing standards
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Expected Benefits of CBSE (2/2)
…more generally, prediction/assessment of certain properties (constraints) on

software composition/assembly
 Reliability, correctness, fault-management, fault-tolerance
 Security, access control, isolation
 Scalability, Availability
 Testability, manageability, maintainability, durability
 Qos, real-time
 …

Mutualization of platforms and tools
 Development

 Specification, modelling, programming, simulation, debug…
 Deployment and management

 Packaging, installation, configuration (assembly, parametrization), activation, deactivation,
desinstallation…
 Monitoring, management (reconfiguration), operation

NB: “Components are a way to impose design constraints that as structural invariants yields some useful properties”
Conclusions of the 7th International Symposium on Component-Based Software Engineering (ICSE2004-CBSE7),
Edimburgh, Scotland, May 2004
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The Fractal Initiative
Goals

 Build complex software by assembling, composing « software bricks » a.k.a.
components
 Provide an homogeneous vision of software systems topology for

applications and services
middleware
operating systems

 Cover the complete software life cycle, i.e. support software development,
deployment and management (operation)

Process
 Define architectural principles and concepts for the construction and management of

software systems (the Fractal component model)
 Realize implementations (e.g. the Julia or Think frameworks) than can be

extended
tooled
composed gracefully with other infrastructures (frameworks for
communication, security, persistence, …) based on the same principles
(“Fractal ecosystem”)
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Fractal Concepts Overview
 « Classical » concepts

 Components are runtime entities
 Interfaces are the only access points to components.

Interfaces emits and receives operation invocations
 Bindings are communication channels. They can be

primitive (in the same adress space) or composite. In the
latter case, they are represented as components and
bindings

 More original concepts
 A component is the composition of a membrane and a

content
 The membrane exercises an arbitrary control over its

content. A membrane is made of controllers. It can export
control interfaces for some of these controllers

 The model is recursive at arbitrary levels. The recursion
stops with base components which have an empty content.
Base components encapsulate entities in an underlying
programming language

 Components can be shared by multiple enclosing
components

I K
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Components
 Definition

 A runtime entity exhibiting a recursive structure and reflexive capabilities…

 Components as runtime entities
 Components are units of

 Development : design, modelling, implementation (e.g. UML, MDA, ADL)
 Deployment

–Packaging, installation, configuration, activation (e.g. COM, CCM, EJB, OSGi)
–Operation (administration) (e.g. JMX)

 Fractal targets the complete software life cycle but focuses on component as runtime entities
–Components do exist and can be manipulated as such at runtime for operation purposes

 No predefined « granularity »
 Fractal components can be of any size, from an pool to a DBMS
 e.g. service, resource, data, protocol stack, binding (stub), name server, database server, application server…

 No dedicated targets
 ”Technical components”
 “Business components”

 Additional formalisms and tooling may be suitable
 … but nothing prevent Fractal to be used to build applications based on business components
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Interfaces
Definition of  (component) interface

 An access point to a component
 An interaction point between components
 A place where operation invocations car be emitted or received

Not to be confused with language interface in relation with typing in Fractal
 Defined as a list of operation signatures, e.g. Java interfaces
 Also called interface signature in Fractal typing

An interface type defines
–an interface signature
–some additional properties (constraints) (cardinality, contingency…)

Which maps ODP definition :
An abtraction of the behaviour of an [component] that consists of a subset of the

interactions of that [component] together with a set of constraints on when they may occur

Fractal terminology also uses
 Client versus server interfaces a.k.a role

A place where operation invocations car be emitted (client interface) or received (server
interface)

 “Functional” versus “control” interfaces
 External versus internal interfaces (detailed later)
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Bindings
Abstract definition

 A communication channel between components
 Bindings are “oriented” from a client to a server interface

Bindings are concretized as “primitive” or “composite” bindings
 (Primitive) binding : local communication channel between components (interfaces), i.e. in the

same address space
 (Primitive) Bindings are typically implemented by Java references, C pointers, etc.

 Composite binding  : a configuration of binding components and (primitive) bindings
Binding components : specialized component dedicated to communication between
components to deal with :

–Distribution : components not in the same adress space
–Communication styles : synchronous, asynchronous…
–Other communication properties connected to security, transactions, etc.

Binding versus “connector”
 From the Fractal point of view, Connectors, adaptors, etc. as used in Architecture Description

Languages (ADL) are just specialized bindings, i.e. bindings with a predefined semantics
(communication, type matching, etc.),

 These specialized semantics can be implemented as binding components in Fractal
 Structurally, they are not different from components
 Altogether, Fractal binding components are almost connectors…
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Hierarchical Structure

Fractal is hierarchical at arbitrary levels
 Components as units of configuration
 A component controls the components it

contains (a component is under the control
of its enclosing component(s))

Composite & primitive components
 A, B, C are composite
 D is primitive

Sub and super relationship
 C is sub component of B
 C is super component of D

BC

BCBC

BCLC

BCLC

LC

LC

LCBCLC

LC

BCC LC

BCC LC

CLC

CLC

CLCBCC LC

CLC

BCC LCCC

BCC LCCC

BCC LCCC

BCC LCCC

A

B

C

D
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Hierarchical Structure (Recursion)
 Import/export mechanism based on complementary interfaces used to bind super and sub

components
 Def: Complementary interfaces are a couple of an external and an internal interfaces (of the same

component) of the same type but with symmetrical role (client/server)

 Only sub components can be bind to internal interfaces of their super component(s)

 Internal interfaces only exist as complementary interfaces (with the basic type system)

export

external interfaces

internal interface

not valid in the basic typing

import
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Hierarchical Structure (Sharing)

 A component C is shared when it is part of several
enclosing components, i.e. when it is a sub
component of several super components
 B1, B2

 The behaviour of a shared component C is under
the control of the direct enclosing component of C
super components
 A which is direct super component of B1 and B2

 Sharing is intrinsinc to resource management
 Whitout sharing

 encapsulation would have to be enforced by
applications
 And/or with complex mechanisms (e.g. replication) in
pure hierarchical settings

 Sharing may be used for other purposes such as
 Activity management: transactions, processes…
 Domains management: security, faults, administrative

domains…

I K

A

B2
B1

C
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(Reflexive) Control
 Definition

 A runtime entity exhibiting a recursive structure and reflexive capabilities. A component is composed
of a membrane and a content. A component has well defined access points called interfaces, and
provides more or less introspection and control (intercession) capabilities.

 A membrane exercises an arbitrary control over its content. It embodies the control behaviour
associated to a particuliar component, e.g:

 It can provide explicit and causally representation of its content (sub components)
 It can intercept oncoming and outgoing operation invocations targeting or originating from its content an

 Superpose a control behaviour :
–Suspending, sheckpointing, resuming activities
–Reifying or changing operation invocations parameters
–Managing transparently technical services : persistency, security…
–Managing QoS : memory comsumption (garbage collection)…

 Or it can do nothing at all!

 Control is based on reflexion, i.e. introspection and intercession
 Reflexion : the ability of a component (seen as a program) to  manipulate as data the entities that represent its execution state

during its own excution. This manipulation can take two forms: introspection and intercession.
 Introspection : the ability of a component (seen as a program) to observe and reason about its own execution state
 Intercession : the ability of a component (seen as a program) to alter its own execution state ; or to alter its interpretation or

semantics
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Structural Concepts and Terminology

I K

interfaces

functional interface

control interface

external interface

server interface

content
Membrane
(controller)

binding

import bindingexport binding

client interface

internal interface

shared component

component

composite component

primitive component

super component*

sub component*
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Architectural Principles
Components as runtime entities

 Focus on deployment and management of open systems
Separation between interfaces and implementations

 Interfaces are the only access points to components
Programmatically controlable bindings

 Bindings are not static nor « hidden in code » but externalized so as to be manipulable by
(external) programs

Hierarchical structure with sharing
 Encapsulation, resource management

Arbitrary reflexive control
 The specification only defines some predefined (“standard” ) control interfaces dedicated only

to structure management (except perhaps life cycle management …)
Self similarity

 Interface import and export are done by normal bindings
 Binding components (distribution, security…) used for complex bindings are normal

components
 Intra and inter hierarchical levels communications are homogeneous
 Architecture at any level is expressed homogeneously in terms of bindind and reflexive

containment relationships
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Benefits
 For  development

 The model enforces the use of « good principles »
 Requires programmers to think about architecture

 Separation of concerns : functional vs non functional (management)
 Homogeneous development methods and tools

 Modelling
 Test
 Debugging

 Reusability

 For integration, deployment and administration
 Reusability
 Configurability (assemblage, parametrization)
 Homogeneous administration tools (supervision, monitoring…)
 Reconfigurability, maintainability

 Safety
 Availability
 Scalability
 QoS

 Altogether
 More productivity for programmers
 More durability for software
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Organisation of the model
 Elements of the model specification

 « Levels of control »
 Foundations

–Base components with no reflexive capabilities (legacy code)
–IDL : Fractal is not only for Java
–Naming and binding API (Name, NamingContext, Binder)

 Introspection
–Component and Interface API
–Introspection of components boundaries

 Configuration
–(structural introspection and intercession) Attribute, Content, Binding, Lifecycle control API
–(Predefined but more generally arbitrary) reflexive control of (white-box) components structure

 Basic Typing : role, contingency (optional, mandatory), cardinality (singleton, collection)
 Instantiation

 Generic factories : create components of a type given as input
 Standard factories : “ad-hoc” factories that create components of one type each
 Templates : “facilities” that create components isomorphic to themselves

 Everything is optional and extensible (« open model »)
 Introspection, control interfaces and controllers, factory interfaces, typing

 Which leads to conformance levels
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Foundations API
Base components

 Do not provide any control (introspection, configuration) interfaces
 Similar to ODP or plain Java objects : do use interfaces expressed in Fractal IDL

Fractal Interface Definition Language (IDL)
 Interfaces are expressed as Java interfaces with

Restrictions : No modifiers, literal fields, no inner interfaces and classes, class types not allowed
Extensions : any and string (Object and String class types are not allowed)

 Programming languages mapping
 Java mapping

–Addition of the public modifier
–any maps to java.lang.Object
–string maps to java.lang.String

C mapping
–used e.g. in Think but not yet expressed in the Fractal specification

Naming and binding framework
 Name management to (remotely) access component interfaces
 Defines API for names, naming contexts and binders

I
J
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Introspection API
 This level provides external introspection capabilities
 A component at this level owns the Component Fractal control

interface for interfaces discovery
 Component allows discovery of all interfaces owned by a component (server

and client, external and internal)
 Interfaces are named

 The name of an interface is valid in the context of the component that owns
this interface

 Interfaces are typed
 An interface implements both

 its functionnal interface signature (expressed in Fractal IDL: e.g. I, J, K)
 and the Fractal Interface interface

 One can access any interface of a component since it has a reference
on any other interface thanks to the getFcItfOwner operation (similar
to COM Iunknown

public interface Component {
Type getFcType ();
Object[] getFcInterfaces ();
Object getFcInterface (String itfName);

}

public interface Interface extends Name {
Component getFcItfOwner ();
String getFcItfName ();
Type getFcItfType ();
boolean isFcInternalItf ();

}
public interface Type {

boolean isFcSubTypeOf (Type type);
}

s, I

t, J

u, I

v, I

w, K

component, Component
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Configuration API (1/5)
This level provides more introspection and

intercession capabilities

 It allows for exposition and control of components
internal structure

 It defines 5 « standard controllers » …
 BindingController

 ContentController, SuperController

 AttributeController

 LifeCycleController

…used for initial configuration and dynamic reconfiguration

NB
 Bindings and content controls are really central to architectural configuration
 Attributes control is concerned with a restrictive, classical sense of configuration :

parametrization
 Stricly speaking, life cycle control is not concerned with configuration - but it often needed for

configuration
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Configuration API (2/5)
BindingController

 Used to manage local bindings between
components
Complex bindings (e.g. remote)

–must be created using the naming
and binding framework
–may involve binding components

Strong semantics of locality
–Binded interfaces must be owned by
components in a same direct
enclosing component

interface BindingController {
  void bindFc (string c, any s);
  void unbindFc (string c);
  string[] listFc();
  any lookupFc (string c);
}

Lists the names of client
interfaces of the component

Returns the client interface of a
given name

Binds the client interface named c of C to
the server interface s of S in the same

s, I
w, K

Component

w, K

ComponentBindingController

S C
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Configuration API (3/5)

ContentController
 Used to manage the hierarchical structure

of components

 Management of bindings between sub and
super components (a.k.a. import/export
bindings) belongs to content control

interface ContentController {

  Component[ ] getFcSubComponents();

  void addFcSubComponent (Component c);

  void removeFcSubComponent (Component c);

  any[] getFcInternalInterfaces();

  any getFcInternalInterface (string c);

}

public interface SuperController {
   Component[] getFcSuperComponents ();
}

Adds and removes a sub
component from a
component’s content

ContentController

Lists the sub components of
the component’s content

Access to internal interfaces
of the component for
import/export

Lists the component’s
enclosing components
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Configuration API (4/5)

AttributeController
 Attributes are configurable properties of components

 Attributes control relies on a same design

Extension of the empty AttributeController interface

Accessors for read, write or read/write attributes

interface AttributeController {}

interface PoolSizeController

extends AttributeController {

int getPoolSize ();

void setPoolSize (int Poolsize);

}

Component PoolSizeController

Defines a read/write attribute
controller
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Configuration API (5/5)
LifeCycleController

 Semantics of start and stop are voluntarily as weak as
possible

May implement usual suspend/resume or start/stop
semantics
May or may not start/stop sub components

 The central point is the isolation of 2 states

STARTED in which components can accept
operations only through their functrional interfaces
STOPPED in which components can accept
operations only through their control interfaces

–STOPPED aims to be a « safe state » for
component reconfiguration but this point is
completely left to implementations…

 LifeCycleController will often be extended or completely
redefined to suit arbitrary life cycles

 NB: this part of the specification may evolve and even disappear…

start

stop
stop start

STOPPED STARTED

interface LifeCycleController {

string getFcState();

void startFc ();

void stopFc ();

}
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Basic Typing API (1/2)
Component type

 Definition: a set of (functional) interface types
 Component types are immutable, i.e. they cannot

be changed at runtime

 Interface type
 Name
 Signature

 language type specified with the IDL
 Contingency : optional or mandatory

Guarantee or not that the interface will be
available when the  component is running

 Cardinality : singleton or collection
Number of interfaces of the same type a
component may have

Type Factory
 Creation of interface types and component types

Sub-typing relation between types

interface InterfaceType {

string getFcItfName();

void getFcItfSignature ();

boolean isFcClientItf

boolean isFcOptionalTif ();

boolean isFcCollectionItf ();

}

interface ComponentType {
InterfaceType[] getFcInterfaceTypes();
InterfaceType getFcInterfaceType (

string itfName) ;

}

Interface TypeFactory {
InterfaceType createFcType (

string name,
string signature,
boolean isClient,
boolean isOptional,
boolean isCollection);

ComponentType createFcType (
InterfaceType[] itfTypes);

}
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Basic Typing API (2/2)
 Cardinality

 Single and collection
 Singleton : exactly one interface of this type
 Collection : a vector of interfaces of this type

 Uses a lexicographical convention
 Collection interfaces names start with the name
of the type, e.g. c and c1, c2, c3

 Collection interfaces are created lazily
 by invocations of bindFc or getFcInterface
 Complete names (e.g. c1, c2, c3) must be used
in bindFc or getFcInterface

 Motivations for cardinality
 Server interfaces : multiple interfaces with same

signature but different implementations (QoS)
 Client interfaces : listeners…

 NB: Collection interfaces are “vectors of
individual interfaces" - they do not have a
multicast-like semantics…

c

c1

c2

c3

Collection interface c

c

Singleton interface c
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Instantiation API

creates

can
create

or or or …

interface GenericFactory {
Component newFcInstance (

Type t,
any controllerDesc,
any contentDesc);

}

interface Factory {
Type getFcType ();
any getFcControllerDesc ();
any getFcContentDesc ();
Component newFcInstance ();

}

Generic (or parametric) factory components
 Can create components of arbitrary types given as inputs + description of control and content

Standard factory components
 Each create components of one specific type, i.e. they are explicitely programmed to do so

Template components
 Components that create components similar (« isomorphic ») to themselves

creates ?

e.g. Primitive, Composite, Template, etc.

 NB: Need for a boostrap component factory (since factories are themselves components)
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Conformance Levels

TFBC, CC, SC, LC,
AC

IC

X

X

X

X

Dynamic
(Basic)
Typing

X

X

X

X

X

X

(Re)Configuration

XXXX3.3

XXX3.2

XX3.1

XX3

XX2.1

XX2

X1.1

X1

0.1

0

InstantiationIntrospection Legend :
C  : Component
I  : Interface
BC : BindingController
CC : ContentController
SC : SuperController
LC : LifeCycleController
AC : AttributeController
F  : Factory
T  : Template

Julia conformance level

Think conformance level
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Julia
E. Bruneton

 Objectives and motivations

 Data structures

 Membrane programming

 Mixins (controllers composition)

 Interceptors

 Life cycle management

 Intra and Inter Component Optimization

 Bytecode transformation

 Julia configuration

 Quantitative assessment : the DREAM use case

 Conclusion
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Objectives & Motivations
 Objectives

 Provide a programming and execution support for Fractal components in Java
 As “containers” JOnAS, WebLogic, WebSphere for EJB, OpenCCM for CCM

 Support the highest Fractal conformance level (“reference implementation”)
 Since Fractal is more much open than EJB or CCM, Fractal implementations could very different from
one another

–Language
–Targetted environments
–Conformance levels : typing, instantiation, membranes programming

 Motivations
 Extensible framework for membrane programming : interceptors and controllers composition
 Continuum for static to dynamic composition (optimization)
 Support different java profiles including constrained environments

 E.g. J2ME: no reflection, no collections, no class loaders
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Data structures
I J

K

C LC BC

Component interfaces are typed, i.e. implement both :
- Interface Fractal interface
- Functional (e.g. I, J, K) or control interfaces (e.g. C, LC, BC)

Controllers implement Controller Julia
interface:

public interface Controller {
  void initFcController
    (InitializationContext ic);
}

Julia membrane = controllers + interceptors

Interceptors implement Interceptor Julia
interface:

public interface Interceptor extends
Controller {

  Object getFcItfDelegate ();
  void setFcItfDelegate (Object

delegate);
  Object clone ();
}
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Mixins
 Motivation: combinational problem due to the openness of Fractal

 Open set of controllers, multiple implementations of controllers, conformance level (typing), etc.
 Fractal controllers - as aspects - are generally not orthogonal

 Definition
 class mixin : class whose super class is specified in an abstract way with the « minimum » fields and

methods its must have. A mixin class can then be applied to any super class that defines at last these
fields and methods.

 Lexicographic pattern-based Implementation ( _super_ , _this_ )
 Example

class BasicBindingController {

  // …

  String bindFc (…) {

    // … NO lifecycle related code … }}

abstract class LifeCycleBindingMixin {

  String bindFc (…) {

    if (getFcState() != STOPPED)

      throw new Exception();

    return _super_bindFc(…); }

  abstract String _super_bindFc (…);}

class XYZ extends BasicBindingController {

  String bindFc (…) {

    if (getFcState() != STOPPED)

      throw new Exception();

    return super.bindFc(…);

  }

}

 Result of of mixins composition depends on the order in which they are composed
 Controllers are builts as composition of control classes and mixins
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Interceptors
 Interceptors

 Most control aspects have two parts
 A generic part (a.k.a. “advice”)
 A specific part based on interception of interactions between components (a.k.a. « hooks »)

 Interceptors have to be inserted in functional (applicative) code
 Interceptor classes are generated in bytecode form by an generator which relies on ASM

 Interceptor class generator
 G(class, interface(s), aspect code weaver(s))

-> subclass of class which implement interface(s) and aspect(s)
 Transformations are composed (in the class) in the order aspects code weavers are given

 Aspect code weaver
 An object that can manipulate the bytecode of operations arbitrarily
 Example:

 Transformation of void m { return delegate.m }
 Into void m { // pre code… try {delegate.m();} finally {//post code… }}

 Configuration
 Interceptors associated to a component are specified at component creation time
 Julia comes with a library of code weavers:

  life cycle, trace, reification of operation names, reification of operation names and arguments
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Life Cycle Management
Approach based on invocation count

 Interceptors behind all interfaces increment and decrement a counter in LifeCycle controller
 LifeCycle controller

waits for counters to be nil to stop the component (STARTED->STOPPED)
when then component  is in sate STOPPED, all activities (includind new incoming ones)
are blocked
 activities (and counter increment) are unblocked when the component is started again

Composite components stop recursively
 the primitive components in their content
 and primitive client components of these components

Because of inter-component optimization (detailed later)

 Same algorithm with n counters
 NB: needs to wait for n counters to be nil at the same time - with a risk of livelock

Limitations
 Risk of livelock when waiting for n counters to be nil at the same time
 No state management - hence integrity is not fully guaranteed during reconfigurations
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Intra-component optimization

 3 possibilities for memory optimization
 Fusion of controller objects (left)
 Fusion of controller objects and interceptors (middle) if interceptors do all delegate to the same

object
 Fusion of controllers and contents (right) for primitive components

Merging is done in bytecode form by generating a class based on lexicographic
patterns in concerned controller classes

 weavableX for a required interface of type X in controller is replaced by this in the
generated class

 weavableOptY for a required interface of type Y is replaced by this or null in the
generated class
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Inter-component Optimization
Shortcut algorithm

 Optimized links for performance (“shortcuts”) subtituted to implementation (        ) and delegate
links (        ) in binding chains

NB:
 behaviour is hazardous if components exchange references directly (e.g. this) instead of

always using the Fractal API
 Shorcuts must be recomputed each time a binding is changed

Initial
path

Shortcut
path
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Bytecode Generation
Usage

 Objects representing component interfaces
 Mixins composition
 Interceptors generation
 Controller classes fusion
 Component factories generation (« compilation » of controller descriptions)

HelloWorld example
 3 components : 1 composite, 2 primitives
 28 generated classes (126KB) : 8 application specific, 20 generic

 12 for objects representing component interfaces
 10 for mixins composition
 2 for interceptors generation
 4 for controller classes fusion
 4 for component factories generation

Dynamic or static generation based on ASM
 Very efficient thanks to interactions-based representation
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Julia Configuration File (julia.cfg)
 Defines

 component controller descriptors : values
primitive, parametricPrimitive,
composite… of variable
controllerDesc in the instantiation API

 Interfaces class generators
 Control interfaces
 Controllers (mixins composition)
 Generators of interceptor classes

 Merge-ptimization options (shortcuts policy
is specified by choosing mixins)

 Uses a LISP-like syntax
 Définition = (name definition)
 A définition can reference other definitions :

 (x (1 2 3) )

Value of x is (1 2 3)
 (y (a b c ‘x) )
Value of y is (a b c (1 2 3))

…
(primitive

  ( 'interface-class-generator

    ( 'component-itf

      'binding-controller-itf

      'lifecycle-controller-itf )

    ( 'component-impl

      'container-binding-controller-impl

      'lifecycle-controller-impl )

    ( (org.objectweb.fractal.julia.asm.InterceptorClassGenerator

        org.objectweb.fractal.julia.asm.LifeCycleCodeGenerator

        org.objectweb.fractal.julia.asm.TraceCodeGenerator)  )

    org.objectweb.fractal.julia.asm.MergeClassGenerator

    none

  )  )

…
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The Dream use case
V. Quema, M. Leclerc, J.-B. Stefani (INRIA)

 Component-based framework dedicated to the construction of communication middleware
 Mainly targets message-oriented middleware (MOM)
 Defines abstraction and provides tools for managing resources

 Messages
 Activities

 Provides a component library (queues, channels, routers, filters, aggregators, etc.) as Fractal/Julia
components

 Re-engineering JORAM with Dream/Fractal/Julia
 JORAM : distributed implementation of the JMS specification
 Configurability assessment

 Dream allows non-functional properties to be (dynamically) added/removed (causal ordering, atomicity)
 Dream allows the concurrency model to be (dynamically) changed

–JORAM = 3 threads
–DREAM = 1, 2 or 3 threads

 Dream allows adapting the architecture to its environment
–JORAM for mobile devices : different assembly of components for the same functionality

 Performance assessment
 DREAM not reconfigurable performs the same as JORAM
 DREAM reconfigurable is slightly slower (2%)
 Changing the architecture of JORAM can bring significant gains (29 times more efficient)
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Conclusion on Julia
Summary

 Full fledge implementation of Fractal : support the highest conformance level
 Makes use of AOP-like techniques based on interception and mixins

Comes with a library of mixins and interceptors
 Allows for intra-components and inter-components optimizations

Very acceptable performance has been showed by the Dream use case
 Relies heavily on bytecode transformation as underlying techniques
 Support different java profiles including constrained environments

Status
 v0 march 2002, v1 july 2002, v2 november 2003
 Released in ObjectWeb with Fractal

Future work
 Restrictions

Only one reconfiguration thread
No protection against malicious usage

 Follow the Fractal specification evolutions, e.g. support for
 activities, component state management, integrity preserving dynamic reconfiguration
…

 Intregration with deployment framework
 Use of actual AOP tool for controlers composition (?)
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Overview
 I - Fractal and CBSE

 Mastering software complexity
 Component-Based Software Engineering
 Expected benefits
 The Fractal initiative

 II - Fractal component model
 Concepts
 Principles
 Organisation (open component model)
 APIs

 III - Julia, a Fractal support  in Java
 Data structures
 Interceptors and mixins
 Lifecycle Management
 Optimizations
 Bytecode generation

 IV - Fractal ecosystem
 Open component model
 Execution supports (a.k.a implementations)
 Component tooling : Fractal ADL, Fractal JMX
 R&D experiments
 Status

 V - Programming with Fractal
 Design
 Implementation
 Configuration and instantiation
 Reconfiguration

 VI - Conclusion
 Summary
 Positionning
 Status
 The ObjectWeb Open source initiative
 Bibliography and references
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Fractal ecosystem
 Execution platforms (aka implementations)

 In Java : Julia (FTR&D, INRIA), ProActive (INRIA)
 In C : Think (FTR&D)
 Others to appear in Smalltalk (EM Douai), C++ (INRIA), CAML…

 Tooling components : Fractal RMI (based on Jonathan ORB), ADL, GUI, JMX…
 Uses cases (developments & re-engineering)

 Jonathan (FTR&D), Jabyce (FTR&D), CLIF (FTR&D, INRIA), Speedo (FTR&D), Perseus (U. Grenoble,
FTR&D), Dream (INRIA), JOTM (ObjectWeb)…

 R&D experiments
 Formalization (INRIA, FT)
 Configuration : modular and extensible Fractal ADL (FT, INRIA)
 Dynamic reconfiguration (FT, INRIA)
 Auto-adaptation (EMN)
 Correctness of components behaviour, integrity, typing, diagnosis (FT, U. Nice, Charles U., …)
 Security, isolation (FT)
 Dynamic aspect weaving, containers (FT, LIFL/LIP6, EMN, U. Valenciennes)
 Components and transactions (INRIA, LIFL, U. Valenciennes…)
 Deployment (INRIA, FT, Objectweb)
 Modelling, performance modelling, generation (FT)
 …
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Tools for Configuration &
Management

Fractal ADL

Fractal GUI

Management with Fractal Explorer

Mangement with Fractal JMX
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Fractal ADL
E. Bruneton, T. Coupaye + V. Quema (INRIA), J.-P. Fassino

Stricly speaking : a language for defining Fractal architectures (configurations)

More generally : an modular and open (extensible) language to describe
Components, interfaces and bindings

Attributes

 Typing

 Implementations

Deployment : distribution (virtual nodes)

Placement on a screen

Behaviour and QoS contracts

…
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HelloWorld example
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Primitive components

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?>
 <!DOCTYPE definition PUBLIC
     "-//objectweb.org//DTD Fractal ADL 2.0//EN"
     "classpath://org/objectweb/fractal/adl/xml/basic.dtd">

 <definition name="ClientImpl">
   <interface name="r" role="server" signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
   <interface name="s" role="client" signature="Service"/>
   <content class="ClientImpl"/>
 </definition>
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Composite components

<definition name="HelloWorld">
   <interface name="r" role="server" signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
   <component name="client">
     <interface name="r" role="server" signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
     <interface name="s" role="client" signature="Service"/>
     <content class="ClientImpl"/>
   </component>
   <component name="server">
     <interface name="s" role="server" signature="Service"/>
     <content class="ServerImpl"/>
   </component>
   <binding client="this.r" server="client.r"/>
   <binding client="client.s" server="server.s"/>
 </definition>
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Component attributes and controllers

<definition name="ServerImpl">
   <interface name="s" role="server" signature="Service"/>
   <content class="ServerImpl"/>
   <attributes signature="ServiceAttributes">
     <attribute name="header" value="->"/>
     <attribute name="count" value="1"/>
   </attributes>
   <controller desc="primitive"/>
 </definition>
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Component references (1)
<definition name="HelloWorld">
   <interface name="r" role="server" signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
   <component name="client" definition="ClientImpl"/>
   <component name="server">
     <interface name="s" role="server" signature="Service"/>
     <content class="ServerImpl"/>
   </component>
   <binding client="this.r" server="client.r"/>
   <binding client="client.s" server="server.s"/>
 </definition>
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Limits the possibility to define
alternative implementations for
this component

Reuse of an already
defined component
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Component references (2)

<definition name="ClientType">
   <interface name="r" role="server" signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
   <interface name="s" role="client" signature="Service"/>
 </definition>

 <definition name="ClientImpl" extends="ClientType">
   <content class="ClientImpl"/>
 </definition>
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Reuse of a previous definition so as to
separate interface and implementation
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Component references (3)

<definition name="SharedHelloWorld">
   <interface name="r" role="server” signature="java.lang.Runnable"/>
   <component name="a" definition="HelloWorld"/>
   <component name="b" definition="HelloWorld">
   <component name="server" definition="a/server"/>
   </component>
   <binding

client="this.r"
server="a.r"/>

 </definition>
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Arguments

<definition name="GenericServerImpl" arguments="impl,header,count">
   <interface name="s" role="server" signature="Service"/>
   <content class= "${impl}” />
   <attributes signature="ServiceAttributes">
     <attribute name="header" value= "${header}” />
     <attribute name="count" value= "${count}” />
   </attributes>
   <controller desc="primitive"/>
 </definition>
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Instantiation

Map context = new HashMap();
context.put("bootstrap", …); // optional

// Arguments
context.put("impl", "ServerImpl"); // if definition with arguments
context.put("header", "->");
context.put("count", "1");

// four backends can be used (Fractal/Java, static/dynamic)
Factory f = FactoryFactory.getFactory(FactoryFactory.FRACTAL_BACKEND);

Component c = (Component)f.newComponent("ClientImpl", context);
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Summary on Fractal ADL
An modular and extensible language for description of the initial architecture

(configuration) of a system used for its activation
 as in UniCon, OLAN, Darwin

Can be used as a pivot format for tools
 e.g. Fractal GUI

Can be extended for deployment
 packaging, distributed installation, etc.

Can be extended for verification
 as in Aesop, Wright, Rapide, Darwin, C2, ACME

Could be extended to be used dynamically
 « scripts » to express reconfigurations
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Fractal GUI
P. Fauvel, E. Bruneton

NB: Fractal GUI is not maintained as such anymore and will be replaced by Eclipse pluggings…
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Development Process(es)
 « Usual » process

1. Write Java code
• Functional part
• Possibly control part

2. Assemble elements with Fractal GUI
3. Genarates ADL files with Fractal GUI
4. Instantiates system

 Without graphical tool
1. Write Java code

• Functional part
• Possibly control part

2. Write ADL files
3. Instantiates system

 Without ADL
1. Write Java code

• Functional part
• Possibly control part
• Configuration (assembly) part

2. Instantiates system

ADLs and other tools are not mandatory. That is why the
API is the core of Fractal and the only thing specified.

………..
Factory fct = FactoryFactory.getFactory();
HashMap subS = (HashMap)
fct.newComponent( »MyCompArch", null);
MyComp mc = (Switch) subS.get("block");
……….
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Management with Fractal Explorer
J. Moroy, P. Merle… (LIFL/U. Lille)
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Management with Fractal JMX
N. Rivierre, T. Coupaye + L. Andrey (LORIA/U. Nancy), E. Bruneton

Motivations and objectives

 JMX Management

Fractal JMX
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Motivations

Definition of management

“Management of a system is concerned with supervising and controlling the

system so that is fulfils the requirements of both the owners and users of the

system”. M. Sloman

1. Management is a major driving force behing the development of Fractal

2. JMX is the “standard” for management of Java systems

3. Fractal components intrinsically exhibit management data suitable for JMX

Hence, it should possible to provide an (almost) automatic instrumentation of Fractal

components for their exposition in JMX
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Objectives
Genericity

 It should be possible to set up a management infrastructrure with minimum effort, after the
development process

 Management infrastructure should re-usable
Between different applications
With other implementations than Julia (as far as possible)

Non intrusiveness (at the code level)
 There shoul be no JMX-related code inside Fractal components code

 Inforces roles distinction between programmer (development) and administrator
(deployment)
Allows Fractal components to be managed with other infrastructure than JMX

Declarativity
 Management of Fractal systems should be done declaratively, not programmaticaly

Flexibility, dynamicity
 It should be possible to change the management infrastructure at runtime
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Management Solutions

Telecommunications, devices and networks
 Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP)
 Telecommunication Management Network (TMN)
 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

Entreprise Computing
 DMTF Common Information Model (CIM)
 DMTF Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM)

 Java Computing
 Sun Java Management eXtension (JMX) (JSR 003 and 160)
 Sun Federated Management Architecture (FMA)
 NB: Connected to

 JSR 77-J2EE Management Specification  in J2EE 1.4 (JMX required, MEJB session beans to expose agents to remote
clients)
 JSR 88-J2EE Application Deployment Specification
 JSR 38- Application Installation Specification

General Computing
 Proprietry solutions : IBM Tivoli, HP Open View, BMC Patrol,
 Problems: heterogeneity, interoperability, portability, evolvability…

At least CIM/WBEM and JMX “compete” to become the ubiquitous management
standard…
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SNMP & JMX* (1/2)
 JMX is SNMP for Java

 System Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is used to
–Get configuration and performance data from network devices
–Set configuration and performance data of network devices
–Send and receive alerts raised when behavior of a network device goes out
of configured thresholds

 Java Management Extension (JMX) is used to
–Get configuration and performance data from Java programs
–Set configuration and performance data of Java programs
–Send and receive alerts raised when behavior of a Java program goes out of
configured thresholds

 JMX as the ibiquitous management solution (?)
 “Since Java programs and JVM’s now execute in everything from a cell phone to a car’s

dashboard to a network device to a J2EE app server, JMX is replacing SNMP as the ubiquitous
systems management and monitoring tool”

* Based on material from K. Gottry
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SNMP & JMX* (2/2)

 SNMP
 Each device records its performance

characteristics in a Message Info Block (MIB)
 Each device runs an SNMP agent
 The SysMgmt framework runs an SNMP

manager that collects info from the MIB on
each device

 JMX
 Each device or Java program records its

performance characteristics in the getter
methods of its MBean

 Each MBean exposes its getter methods via
a JMX adapter

 The SysMgmt framework runs a JMX client
that collects info from the MBeans on each
device and within each Java program

Network Device

Proprietary OS

MIB

SNMP Agent

Device Feature Set

SysMgmt Framework
(Tivoli)

Standard OS

SNMP Manager

SysMgmt Tools

Network Device or

Java Program

JMX Adapter

SysMgmt Framework

(Tivoli)

Standard OS

JMX Client

SysMgmt Tools

JVM

JMX MBeans

Proprietary OS

Device Feature Set

JVM

* Based on material from K. Gottry
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JMX Technical Overview
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JMX Intrumentation Level

 API for implementing manageable
resources - a.k.a. Managed Beans - a.k.a.
Mbeans

 Notification mechanism to generate and
propagate events
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JMX Agent Level

 Management applications access managed
resources through agents

 An Agent is made of
 An MBean Server
 A set of services
 A set of managed ressources
 At least one protocol adaptor*

 Services and ressources are implemented
as Mbeans

 A JMX agent is completely contained in a
JVM

 A JMV may contain several JMX agents

* Connectors makes  MBean servers accessible to remote Java
technology-based clients. Adapters are similar to connectors
except they provide protocol translations (I.e. SNMP, HTML,
etc.)
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JMX Management Level

 Specifies API for interacting with a
(hierarchy of) agents

 Aggregate data by implementing
distribution, security, scalability
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MBean Server
Provides protocol adaptors for management applications

Manages Mbeans
 Registers and retrieves Mbeans (queries)
 Introspects MBeans
 Sets MBeans attributes value
 Gets MBeans attributes value
 Invokes operations on MBeans

Gets notifications emitted by Mbeans

Uses agent services to implemenent management policies
 Monitoring
 Timer
 Relations
 Dynamic class loading (M-Let)
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MBeans
Standard Mbeans

 Coded based on lexicographic conventions (set/get pattern à la JavaBeans)
 Accessed by JMX agent through Java reflection

DynamicMBeans
 API to express and manipulate metadata
 3 kinds

 « normal » DynamicMBeans
Open Mbeans

–Use a predefined subset of basic Java types (Integer, Long, etc. TabularData, etc.)
–Motivated

–by dynamic discovery by management tools (class loading of well-known classes)
–by interoperability with standard management tools

Model Mbeans
–Interfaces and implementations (classes) specified by JMX

–generic RequiredModelMBean generic class must be provided by JMX agent
servers
–ModelMBeanInfoSupport to and manipulate metadata
–DescriptionSupport for additional metadata about policies for logging,
persistance, cache management, etc.

–ModelMBean are very convenient for they allow to instrument ressources very
quickly for they do not require programming but rather descriptor configuration
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JMX Naming

ObjectName
 Uniquely identifies an MBean is an MBean Server

 Form: [DomainName]:property=value[,property=value]*

 Canonical form : ordered string

ObjectInstance
 Represents the links between an MBean ObjectName and its Java class

 Provides

 The Java class name of the MBean

 The ObjectName under which the MBean has been registered

A operation for equality testing with another ObjectInstance

Query
 Retrieves MBean by its name
 SetObjectName queryNames (ObjectName name, Query query)

 SetObjectInstance queryMBeans(ObjectName name, query query)
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JMX Notification Model

Based on the Java Beans event model

Notifications are emitted by Mbeans as well as MBean servers

Specifies notification objects, broacaster and listener interfaces that
notification senders and receivers must implement

Management applications can listen to Mbeans and Mbeans Servers
notifications remotely

HelloWorld JMX
MBean
(From « Introduction to JMX » by K. Gottry, Sept. 2003)
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Using HelloWorld to Learn JMX

JMX in Action book
 Two chapters online, including HelloWorld the JMX Way

e-Book (PDF) available at http://www.manning.com/sullins/
ISBN: 1930110561

The JMX agent (HelloAgent class)
 Includes the MBean server

 Includes the method that handles notifications from the Mbean

The MBean (HelloWorld class)

The HTML interface provided automatically by the HTML adapter
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HelloAgent JMX Agent

JMX Agent
Agent

services

MBean Server

Managed

Resource #1

MBean

#1

Distributed Layer

HTML

Adapter

Web Browser

Mgmt

Console
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HelloAgent JMX Agent
 public HelloAgent ( )
  {
    mbs = MBeanServerFactory.createMBeanServer( "HelloAgent" );
    HtmlAdaptorServer adapter = new HtmlAdaptorServer();
    HelloWorld hw = new HelloWorld();

    try
    {
      adapterName = new ObjectName( "HelloAgent:name=htmladapter,port=9091" );
      mbs.registerMBean( adapter, adapterName );
      adapter.setPort( 9091 );
      adapter.start();
      System.out.println( "HelloAgent listening on port 9091” );
      helloWorldName = new ObjectName( "HelloAgent:name=helloWorld1" );
      mbs.registerMBean( hw, helloWorldName );
      hw.addNotificationListener( this, null, null );
    }
    catch( Exception e )
    { e.printStackTrace(); }

  }//constructor

 public void handleNotification( Notification notif, Object handback )
  {
    System.out.println( "Receiving notification..." );
    System.out.println( notif.getType() );
    System.out.println( notif.getMessage() );
  }

Create the MBean
ServerCreate the JMX Agent

Create the HTML adapter

Pointer to the resource to be managed

Start HTML adapter

Register my method as a
listener for Notifications from
the managed resource

Every time the managed resource
sends a notification this registered
listener method is invoked

JMX Agent
Agent

services

MBean Server

Managed

Resource #1

MBean

#1

Distributed Layer

HTML

Adapter

Web Browser

Mgmt

Console
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HelloWorld MBean

import javax.management.*;

public class HelloWorld extends NotificationBroadcasterSupport implements HelloWorldMBean
{
  public HelloWorld()
  {
    xxx
  }
  public void setGreeting( String greeting )
  {
    this.greeting = greeting;
    Notification notification = new Notification("helloWorld.KGottry.test", this, -1,

System.currentTimeMillis(), greeting);
    sendNotification( notification );
  }

  public String getGreeting()
  {
    return greeting;
  }

  public String printGreeting()
  {
    System.out.println( "HelloWorld.java ..." + greeting );
    return greeting;
  }
}//class

The setter method

The getter method

Another operation that is exposed to JMX agent
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HelloAgent (JMX agent)
The HelloAgent Java class creates an HTML adapter

HtmlAdaptorServer adapter = new HtmlAdaptorServer();
adapterName = new ObjectName( "HelloAgent:name=htmladapter,port=9091" );
mbs.registerMBean( adapter, adapterName );
adapter.setPort( 9091 );
adapter.start();
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Fractal JMX
Principle
Monitoring
Example
Conclusion
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Objectives (reminder)
Genericity

 It should be possible to set up a management infrastructrure with minimum effort, after the
development process

 Management infrastructure should re-usable
Between different applications
With other implementations than Julia (as far as possible)

Non intrusiveness (at the code level)
 There shoul be no JMX-related code inside Fractal components code

 Inforces roles distinction between programmer (development) and administrator
(deployment)
Allows Fractal components to be managed with other infrastructure than JMX

Declarativity
 Management of Fractal systems should be done declaratively, not programmaticaly

Flexibility, dynamicity
 It should be possible to change the management infrastructure at runtime
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Principle

• A Fractal JMX agent component (Agent) embeds
a Mbean Serber

• The generic Fractal JMX Agent component just
has to be inserted into the component(s) that
is(are) to be exposed

• The Fractal JMX Agent then automatically
• Introspects the component structure

Super-component(s)

Sub-components (recursively)

• Creates and registers (Model) MBeans
Fractal server interfaces

JMX monitors

• The Fractal JMX Agent can be configured
(statically or dynamically)

Filtering to avoid flooding based on object name
patterns

public interface Admin {
     void expose() throws JMException;
}

public interface AdminAttributes extends AttributeController {
     String getItfPatterns();
     void setItfPatterns(String str);
     String getMonitorStringPatterns();
     void setMonitorStringPatterns(String str);
     …
}
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Principle (2)
The Fractal JMX Agent is composed of 3

components
• Primitive Agent

• Listener: Monitor notifications
Default: standard ouput

• Adaptor: HTTP, RMI, SNMP
Default: httpAdaptor from the RI
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Monitoring

Standard JMX monitors (string, counter, gauge)

Agent (filters) attributes:            [path]component:itf=interface [,MonitorProperty=value]*

String monitor

Counter monitor

Gauge monitor

Optional (Julia) controllers
Expose number & rate of method calls
Exponential smoothing

Monitor notification (default: stdr ouput)

observedAttribute :  the attribute being observed.
granularityPeriod  :  the granularity period (in milliseconds).
stringToCompare :  the string to compare with the observed attribute.
notifyDiffer            :  the differing notification's on/off switch value.
notifyMatch           :  the matching notification's on/off switch value.

*****  String Monitor
* NotificationType: jmx.monitor.string.differs
* Src: AgentService:type=stringMonitor,observer=1
* ObservedObject: FC/JmxComanche/be/l:itf=attribute-
controller
* ObservedAttribute: Header
* Trigger: foo
* DerivedGauge: ->
*****

observedAttribute :  the attribute being observed.
granularityPeriod  :  the granularity period (in milliseconds).
initThreshold         :  the initial threshold value.
modulus                :  the modulus value.
Offset                    :  the offset value.
differenceMode     :  the difference mode flag value.

observedAttribute :  the attribute being observed.
granularityPeriod  :  the granularity period (in milliseconds).
lowThreshold        :  the low threshold value.
highThreshold       :  the high threshold value.
differenceMode     :  the difference mode flag value.
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Naming convention
JMX object names

[DomainName]:property=value[,property=value]*

Map to
DomainName

[path]component        (eg. A/B/C/D)

Property=value
itf=interfaceName

 itf=interfaceName [,MonitorProperty=value]*

Tag [shared]

Tag <id>

Agent (filter) attributes : object name patterns
*:*
*D*:itf=I

E

A/B/C/D[shared]:itf=I

A/B/E/D[shared]:itf=I
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Example (1/2)

Comanche Logger component

1 – Equiped with a stat-controller
Expose number & rate of method calls
Exponential smoothing  ?????

2 – Counter monitor
Agent (filter) attribute

MonitorCounterPatterns

Value

Value (througput)

3 - Notifications (default: stdr ouput)

*:itf=stat-controller,observedAttribute=NumberOfMethodCall,granularityPeriod=5000,
   initThreshold=2,modulus=0,offset=3,differenceMode=false

*:itf=stat-controller,observedAttribute=NumberOfMethodCall,granularityPeriod=5000,
  initThreshold=2,modulus=0,offset=0,differenceMode=true

*****  Counter Monitor
* NotificationType: jmx.monitor.counter.threshold
* Src: AgentService:type=counterMonitor,observer=1
* ObservedObject: FC/JmxComanche/be/l:itf=stat-controller
* ObservedAttribute:  NumberOfMethodCall
* Trigger: 2
* DerivedGauge: 5
*****
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Example (2/2)

<definition name="comanche.Comanche" extends="comanche.ComancheType">
      <component name="fe" definition="comanche.Frontend"/>
      <component name="be" definition="comanche.Backend"/>
      <binding client="this.r" server="fe.r"/>
      <binding client="fe.rh" server="be.rh"/>
</definition>

<definition name="comanche.JmxComanche" extends="comanche.Comanche">
     <component name="agent" definition="org.objectweb.fractal.jmx.AgentHost"/>
</definition>

<definition name="comanche.JmxComanche2" extends="comanche.Comanche">
     <component name="agent" definition="org.objectweb.fractal.jmx.AgentHost">
           <component name="agent">
                  <attributes>
                      <attribute name="ItfPatterns" value="*/l*:itf=attribute-controller;*/l*:itf=l"/>
                      <attribute name="MonitorStringPatterns"
                                 value="*:itf=attribute-controller, observedAttribute=Header, granularityPeriod=5000, stringToCompare=foo,

notifyDiffer=true,notifyMatch=true"/>
                 </attributes>
           </component>
      </component>
</definition>
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Conclusion on Fractal JMX
Summary

 A generic, non intrusive, declarative and dynamic approach
Automatic exposition of Fractal components by immersion of a generic Fractal JMX Agent
Component
Use of dynamic Model Mbeans only (no one single line of JMX-related code in target
systems)
 Fractal components hierarchical structure mapped to hierarchical JMX names
 Lexicographic convention to deal with component sharing

Status
 Initial work in the end 2002 by LORIA and France Telecom
 Development by France Telecom in 2003
 Release of Fractal v0.1 as open source on ObjectWeb in march 2004

 http://fractal.objectweb.org/jmx
Future works

 RMI (under development) and other adaptors (?)
 Fractal-JMX mapping : arbitrary JMX views on Fractal systems

Separate the (Fractal) “structural view” from the  “functional view” desired for
management
Modeling part (MIB)
ADL module

 Use of other JMX features : queries, proxies, M-Let ?
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Overview
 I - Fractal and CBSE

 Mastering software complexity
 Component-Based Software Engineering
 Expected benefits
 The Fractal initiative

 II - Fractal component model
 Concepts
 Principles
 Organisation (open component model)
 APIs

 III - Julia, a Fractal support  in Java
 Data structures
 Interceptors and mixins
 Lifecycle Management
 Optimizations
 Bytecode generation

 IV - Fractal ecosystem
 Open component model
 Execution supports (a.k.a implementations)
 Component tooling : Fractal ADL, Fractal JMX
 R&D experiments
 Status

 V - Programming with Fractal
 Design
 Implementation
 Configuration and instantiation
 Reconfiguration

 VI - Conclusion
 Summary
 Positionning
 Status
 The ObjectWeb Open source initiative
 Bibliography and references
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The Comanche example

 Commanche is a minimal
HTTP server

 Behaviour
 Listens on a server socket

 For each connection
 Yields a new thread

 Reads the URL

 Send the required file

 Or a error message

 This code is plain java
object implementation

public class Server implements Runnable {
  private Socket s;
  public Server (Socket s) { this.s = s; }
  public static void main (String[] args) throws IOException {
    ServerSocket s = new ServerSocket(8080);
    while (true) { new Thread(new Server(s.accept())).start(); }
  }
  public void run () {
    try {
      InputStreamReader in = new InputStreamReader(s.getInputStream());
      PrintStream out = new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream());
      String rq = new LineNumberReader(in).readLine();
      System.out.println(rq);
      if (rq.startsWith("GET ")) {
        File f = new File(rq.substring(5, rq.indexOf(' ', 4)));
        if (f.exists() && !f.isDirectory()) {
          InputStream is = new FileInputStream(f);
          byte[] data = new byte[is.available()];
          is.read(data);
          is.close();
          out.print("HTTP/1.0 200 OK\n\n");
          out.write(data);
        } else {
          out.print("HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found\n\n");
          out.print("<html>Document not found.</html>");
        }
      }
      out.close();
      s.close();
    } catch (IOException _) { }
  }
}
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Primitive Components Design
public class Server implements Runnable {
  private Socket s;
  public Server (Socket s) { this.s = s; }
  public static void main (String[] args) throws IOException {
    ServerSocket s = new ServerSocket(8080);
    while (true) { new Thread(new Server(s.accept())).start(); }
  }
  public void run () {
    try {
      InputStreamReader in = new InputStreamReader(s.getInputStream());
      PrintStream out = new PrintStream(s.getOutputStream());
      String rq = new LineNumberReader(in).readLine();
      System.out.println(rq);
      if (rq.startsWith("GET ")) {
        File f = new File(rq.substring(5, rq.indexOf(' ', 4)));
        if (f.exists() && !f.isDirectory()) {
          InputStream is = new FileInputStream(f);
          byte[] data = new byte[is.available()];
          is.read(data);
          is.close();
          out.print("HTTP/1.0 200 OK\n\n");
          out.write(data);
        } else {
          out.print("HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found\n\n");
          out.print("<html>Document not found.</html>");
        }
      }
      out.close();
      s.close();
    } catch (IOException _) { }
  }
}

Receives requests from clients

Logs requests

Reads file and
returns content

Handles errors

Schedules
requests analyses

Sends request to file
handler is file exists at
URL ; to error handler
otherwise

Reads the URL, logs it and
sends it to dispatcher
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Architecture Design

Error
Handler

File
Handler

Dispatcher

LoggerAnalyzer

Scheduler

Receiver

Handler
Backend

Frontend

Comanche

Receives requests from clients Logs requests

Reads file and
returns content

Handles errors

Reads the URL, logs it and sends it to dispatcher

Schedules requests analyses Sends request to file handler is file exists at URL ;
to error handler otherwise

Composite components FrontEnd, Backend, Handler appear
 For abstraction purpose at design time during development
 For deployment and management purpose
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Fractal Design: components, interfaces,
bindings
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Interfaces Specification
 Interfaces as contracts

 Must be defined carelfully so as the be stable as far as possible
 Must deal with functional aspects only - control aspects will be set up separately at deployment

time

Comanche interfaces

 public interface RequestHandler { void handleRequest (Request r) throws IOException; }
 public interface Scheduler { void schedule (Runnable task); }
 public interface Logger { void log (String msg); }
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Implementation of components
without dependencies

Components without dependances, i.e. without client interfaces are implemented as
plain Java objects

public class BasicLogger implements Logger {

  public void log (String msg) { System.out.println(msg); }

}

public class SequentialScheduler implements Scheduler {

  public synchronized void schedule (Runnable task) {
task.run(); }

}

public class MultiThreadScheduler implements Scheduler {

  public void schedule (Runnable task) { new
Thread(task).start(); }

}
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Implementation of components with
dependencies(1/2)

 1st solution : does not support configuration at all

 2d solution: does support configuration but not dynamic reconfiguration

public class RequestReceiver implements Runnable {

  private Scheduler s = new MultiThreadScheduler();

  private RequestHandler rh = new RequestAnalyzer();

  // rest of the code not shown

}

public class RequestReceiver implements Runnable {

  private Scheduler s;

  private RequestHandler rh;

  public RequestReceiver (Scheduler s, RequestHandler rh) { this.s = s; this.rh = rh; }

  // rest of the code not shown

}
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Implementation of components with
dependencies(2/2)

 3rd solution : implement BindingController callbacks so that bindings could be
managed by a Fractal implementation

Does support both static and dynamic configuration

public class RequestReceiver implements Runnable, BindingController {
  private Scheduler s;

  private RequestHandler rh;

  public String[] listFc () { return new String[] { "s", "rh" }; }

  public Object lookupFc (String n) {

    if (n.equals("s")) { return s; } else if (n.equals("rh")) { return rh; } else return null;
  }

  public void bindFc (String n, Object v) {
    if (n.equals("s")) { s = (Scheduler)v; } else if (n.equals("rh")) { rh = (RequestHandler)v; }
  }
  public void unbindFc (String n) {
    if (n.equals("s")) { s = null; } else if (n.equals("rh")) { rh = null; }
  }
  // …
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Deployment : choice of implementation
classes for primitive components
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Configuration by program

 Pros
 Most direct method
 No tool required so more portable
 Supports autonomic (self-adaptive)

scenarii

 Cons
 Easier for programmer to make mistakes
 Does not show the architecture
 Mix architecture and deployment

(activation)

public class Server {

  public static void main (String[] args) {

    RequestReceiver rr = new RequestReceiver();

    RequestAnalyzer ra = new RequestAnalyzer();

    RequestDispatcher rd = new RequestDispatcher();

    FileRequestHandler frh = new FileRequestHandler();

    ErrorRequestHandler erh = new ErrorRequestHandler();

    Scheduler s = new MultiThreadScheduler();

    Logger l = new BasicLogger();

    rr.bindFc("rh", ra);

    rr.bindFc("s", s);

    ra.bindFc("rh", rd);

    ra.bindFc("l", l);

    rd.bindFc("h0", frh);

    rd.bindFc("h1", erh);

    rr.run();

  }

}
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Configuration with an ADL
 Pros

 Clean separation between architecture
and deployment

 Possibility to make static checking
 Types: illegal or missing bindings
 More elaborate forms of
behaviour contracts assessment

 Supports autonomic (self-adaptive)
scenarii

 Cons
 Not so much human readable…

 Architecture does not appear
graphically

 The Fractal model and API is
standardized (specification and
conformance levels) - not the ADL(s)

<definition name="comanche.ComancheType">
<interface name="r" signature="java.lang.Runnable » role="server"/>
</definition>

<definition name="comanche.Comanche"
extends="comanche.ComancheType">
<component name="fe" definition="comanche.Frontend"/>
<component name="be" definition="comanche.Backend"/>  <binding
client="this.r" server="fe.r"/>
<binding client="fe.rh" server="be.rh"/>
</definition>
…
<definition name="comanche.MultiThreadSchedulerType">
<interface name="s" signature="comanche.Scheduler" role="server"/>
</definition>

<definition name="comanche.MultiThreadScheduler"
extends="comanche.MultiThreadSchedulerType">
<content class="comanche.MultiThreadScheduler"/>
</definition>
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Configuration with a GUI Tool

Pros
 Most user friendly
 Architecture appears explicitely
 Configurations can be stored and retrieved from persistent repositories (in ADL form or not)

Cons
 Required human intervention…
 … hence does not support autonomic scenarii…
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Dynamic Reconfiguration
Example

 change the implementation of the orange component

smm s

rComp

cComp sComp
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Dynamic Reconfiguration

smm s

ContentControlller rCompCC = Fractal.getContentController(rComp);

Component cComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[0];

Component sComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[1];

ContentControlller rCompCC = Fractal.getContentController(rComp);

Component cComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[0];

Component sComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[1];

Fractal.getLifeCycleController(rComp).stopFc();

ContentControlller rCompCC = Fractal.getContentController(rComp);

Component cComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[0];

Component sComp = rCompCC.getFcSubComponents()[1];

Fractal.getLifeCycleController(rComp).stopFc();

Fractal.getBindingController(cComp).unbindFc("s");

rComp

cComp sComp
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Dynamic Reconfiguration

smm s

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

rComp

cComp sComp
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Dynamic Reconfiguration

smm s

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

sComp = gf.newFcInstance(sType, "primitive", "pkg.NewServerImpl");

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

sComp = gf.newFcInstance(sType, "primitive", "pkg.NewServerImpl");

rCompCC.addFcSubComponent(sComp);

rComp

cComp
s

sComp
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Dynamic Reconfiguration

smm s

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

sComp = gf.newFcInstance(sType, "primitive", "pkg.NewServerImpl");

rCompCC.addFcSubComponent(sComp);

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

sComp = gf.newFcInstance(sType, "primitive", "pkg.NewServerImpl");

rCompCC.addFcSubComponent(sComp);

Fractal.getBindingController(cComp).

  bindFc("s", sComp.getFcInterface("s"));

rCompCC.removeFcSubComponent(sComp);

sComp = gf.newFcInstance(sType, "primitive", "pkg.NewServerImpl");

rCompCC.addFcSubComponent(sComp);

Fractal.getBindingController(cComp).

  bindFc("s", sComp.getFcInterface("s"));

Fractal.getLifeCycleController(rComp).startFc();

rComp

cComp sComp
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Overview
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General Conclusion
Fractal targets the modular and uniform construction and management of platforms

and services
 “Lego-like” construction of software by assembling pieces a.k.a. components

Explicit interconnections
Hierarchical containment

May seem naive and looks like an old story… but required more than 30 years to
emerge. What makes it innovative is that

 Software architecture does exist at runtime and can be manipulated as such
 Distinct from objects
 Distinct from modelling components (UML)

 Components do not have predefined “granularities” or “targets”
This structural basis is a pre-requisite for asserting a set of usefull properties:

adaptability, manageability, trust, QoS…
The more the approach is spread, the more platforms, tools and components can be

mutualized
Encouraging results as witnessed by the emerging Fractal ecosystem

 Several implementations (e.g. Julia)
 Tools (e.g. Fractal ADL, Fractal JMX)
 R&D and teaching activities
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Positionning (1/2)
 Industrial component models and containers: EJB, CCM, JMX, Spring, Carbon,

Plexus
 They target business services engineering while Fractal primilarily targets system engineering
 Fractal is much more about structure (bindings, recursion, sharing)

 EJB or JMX do not really define components but rather « managed objects »…
 Fractal is more open : no predefined granularity, no predefined technical services (arbitrary

control)

Component models in software architecture, ADLs and configuration models
(ArchJava, Jiazzi, Kilim, Pico, Hivemind)

 Models are closed enough but with specifities in Fractal (openness, sharing, reflexive control)

 ADLs often primilarily target verification and simulation of software compositions (Wright,
Darwin, Rapide, C2, Acme)

 Fractal is not very strong on that point for the time being

 A few target actual component implementation (UniCon, Olan, Darwin, C2, ArchJava, Kilim)
 …And generally architecture disappears in implementation code

Modelling components: UML/MDA
  UML is for modelling only while Fractal targets the complete life cycle with focus on runtime

management
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Positionning (2/2)
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), Web Services, OpenWings, EAIs

 SOA or EAIs target post-facto integration while Fractal advocates pre-facto integration, i.e. build
software with good properties by construction - not by integration
SOA is very poor on architecture (level 0 in Fractal)
Primary focus of Fractal is not interoperation nor integration of legacy code

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)
 Fractal implementations (as examplified by Julia) may offer aspect-oriented features to

compose controllers inside membranes
 Fractal may benefit from works on AOP languages however

Putting it all together !
 Fractal may be a suitable open framework to make converge these works

Build EJB containers by specializing Fractal components and using AOP techniques
Configure Fractal components with ADL descriptions generated from UML/MDA models
Verify, certify Fractal architectures with ADL-like techniques
Provide Web-services interfaces to Fractal components or implement Web-services as
Fractal components
 Integration through wrapping of legacy code in Fractal components
…
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Fractal Component Model Status

Fractal specification
 Started in January 2002
 v1.0 in July 2002, v2.0 in September 2003
 Authors

E. Bruneton - France Telecom R&D Division
T. Coupaye  - France Telecom R&D Division
J.B. Stefani - INRIA

Links
Web site: http://fractal.objectweb.org
 Mailing list: fractal@objectweb.org

A Not-for-Profit
International
Consortium of Businesses and Individuals
Inititated by Bull, France Telecom and INRIA
Focused on Open-Source
Middleware:
•E-business
•EAI
•Database Clustering
•Grid Computing
•Enterprise messaging
•...and more...

What is ObjectWeb ?
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Worldwide Community

> 500* Individual Members from 61 countries
•Algeria
•Argentina
•Australia
•Belgium
•Brazil
•Bulgaria
•Canada
•Chile
•China
•Colombia
•Cyprus
•Czech Republic 
•Denmark
•Estonia
•Finland
•France
•Germany
•Ghana
•Honduras
•Hong Kong
•India
•Indonesia
•Iran

•Ireland
•Israel
•Italy
•Japan
•Lithuania
•Luxembourg
•Macau
•Malaysia
•Maldives
•Mexico
•Morocco
•New Zealand 
•Norway
•Pakistan
•Palau
•Peru
•Poland
•Portugal
•Romania
•Singapore
•Slovenia
•South Africa
•South Korea 

•Spain
•Sri Lanka
•Sweden
•Switzerland
•Taiwan
•Tanzania, United Republic of
•The Netherlands 
•Turkey
•Ukraine
•United Kingdom 
•United States 
•Viet Nam
•Yugoslavia
•Zambia

Corporate Members
 Bright Side Factory
 Bull
 Charles University Prague
 CNAF
 Code Lutin
 Cotranet
 Dassault Aviation
 eMAXX
 Eteration
 ExperLog
 France Telecom
 Groupe des Ecoles

des Télécommunications
 I3S (UNSA - CNRS)
 IIT GmbH
 IMAG/LSR
 MandrakeSoft
 NEC Soft

 Open Wide
 Red Hat
 ScalAgent
 SUSE LINUX
 Thales
 Together Teamlösungen
 XQuark Group
 Yang Fan Soft
 INRIA
 Kelua
 LIBeLIS
 Librados
 LIFL/USTL
 LIP6
 Linagora
 LYNX
 And more …
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A Open Consortium

Open Source
 Open Documentation, © Left to the Contributors

Technology Centric
 Academic, Hi-Tech SMEs, Corporate Research Labs

Community Centric
 Elected Board Officers, Open Membership, Public Mailing Lists

Not-for-Profit
 ObjectWeb Can Not Sell Anything!

Business Neutral
 Red Hat, SuSE, MandrakeSoft…

License Agnostic
 LGPL, BSD

Standard Agnostic
 J2EE, .NET, OSGi, W3C, WfMC, CORBA, Oasis, …
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Foundations

Data Access

Application Integration

User Interface / IDE

Quality Control

Standard Specific

Application Platforms

JOnAS - J2EE
OpenCCM – CORBA
ProActive - Grid
Enhydra – WEB

Middleware COTS

Data Centric
Speedo – JDO
C-JDBC – JDBC
Octopus – ETL
Xquark - XML

Integration Centric 
JORAM – JMS
JOTM – JTA/JTS
Bonita – WFMC
Shark/JAWE – WFMC
OSCAR – OSGi
Sync4j - SyncML

Reusable Technology

Fractal – component model
ASM – bytecode Engineering
Think – component for Kernels
Kilim – configuration 

Zeus – XML Data binding
Perseus – connections pooling
JORM – OR Mapping
Medor – OR Query 
DODs – OR Mapping
FDB – file database

BSF – Rich-client Framework
XMLC – XML/HTML compilation
Apollon – Swing UI generation
Lomboz – Eclipse plug-in for J2EE

Clif– benchmark / load injectors
Rubis – benchmark application
And demonstrators

Jonathan – ORB framework
Carol – Naming framework

Licences :GPL, LGPL, BSD

Architecture,  Components & Standards
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YOU Can Join ObjectWeb!

Open to EVERYBODY
Corporate Members
Free Membership for Individuals
Worldwide Community

Focus on MIDDLEWARE
 Java & Non-Java
 >70 Projects of Industrial Grade

SHARE the Expertise
Researchers, Experts, Top-Level Developers
Cross-Project Workgroups
College of Architects
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